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**Background and objectives**: There are few insights from sub-Saharan Africa on research participants' experiences of the informed consent process, particularly in the context of randomised controlled trials, where issues of randomisation and the use of placebos may be confusing concepts for participants. This study investigated the knowledge and perceptions of the informed consent process among individuals participating in influenza vaccine trials in two disadvantaged communities in South Africa.

**Method**: Four to 12 months after completion of the trials, participants were contacted to return to participate in the informed consent study. The semistructured questionnaire administered to assess recall of trial procedures and the informed consent process covered key issues including: purpose of the study; awareness that the study was not part of routine treatment; voluntary nature of participation and freedom to withdraw; randomisation; placebos; and remuneration.

**Results**: A total of 334 participants (93% of the original vaccine trial sample; mean age 68 years, median level of education grade 8, 69% women) completed the questionnaire. Only 21% were able to recall that they were allocated randomly to the different treatment arms. Only 19% of those involved in the placebo controlled study had interpreted the concept of placebo as an inactive medication.

**Conclusion**: Although a good general recall of trial concepts was demonstrated, only a small proportion of the participants correctly interpreted and recalled the concepts of randomisation and placebos. Informed consent in this and similarly disadvantaged communities may often be inadequate and new ways to improve understanding of the research process should be explored.

---

The randomised controlled trial (RCT) is the most widely accepted source of evidence for the safety, tolerability, and effectiveness of medical interventions. The main reason for this is scientific: properly conducted trials produce valid data which advance knowledge of optimal medical care. However in the process, the interests of participants may be unavoidably subjugated for the common good.1

**Informed Consent in Randomised Controlled Trials**

Informed consent is fundamental to the ethical conduct of randomised controlled trials and is a critical component of the research process. Defined as “an autonomous authorization by individuals of a medical intervention or of involvement in research”,3 the principle of informed consent is enshrined in all major guidelines for the ethical conduct of biomedical research.4 Informed consent is a process, based on verbal and written communication between participants and trial staff (or other individuals recruiting participants). The main pragmatic worry about informed consent is the different ways in which the process can fail—for example, because consent is not sought or because participants may not adequately understand the issues involved.

Written trial materials are a central component of the informed consent process that is required by most major ethical guidelines.5,6 To enhance understanding of informed consent forms and related patient information materials, it is essential that these documents are highly readable. Research in South Africa and other developing countries often uses relatively complex and detailed patient information leaflets written in academic language, sometimes imported from developed countries. This occurs despite concerns regarding the readability of informed consent documents in developed countries like the USA.7 In South Africa, there is the additional challenge of enrolling patients who are often educationally disadvantaged, as most biomedical research involves previously disadvantaged non-white population groups. In this research setting, one or more of the 11 official languages may be spoken, adding to the complexity of translation of consent documents to the consent process. Finding the most accurate words to explain research related concepts, such as placebo and randomisation, in each language is often challenging.

Conducting empirical research on the understanding of the informed consent process can be complex as a result of the confounding effect of recall in conducting a test of understanding. Differentiating between recall and understanding is a significant problem in informed consent research.4 This problem may be compounded by the timing of the test of understanding. Furthermore, there is a relation between severity of disease and retention of trial related information.3

Although the factors that may affect participants' understanding and recall of informed consent are likely to vary across research settings, there has been surprisingly little research investigating the comprehension and/or recall of informed consent in developing countries. Two South African studies have been published to date. The first study concluded that consent was informed but not always voluntary.8 The second study found that despite the participants having eight years of schooling or more, they had “poor knowledge about the most basic details of the trial”.9 The authors concluded that subjects' participation could not be seen as informed. Regarding the voluntary nature of the consent, the same study found that although the respondents believed that their participation was voluntary they were clearly aware of the lack of alternative sources of care.10 Data on informed consent in other developing countries have focused mainly on willingness to participate in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) vaccine trials. A hypothetical informed consent study conducted in...
Uganda found that trial related procedures like randomisation, placebos, and blinding were unfamiliar. An informed consent study conducted in Brazil, also on HIV vaccine trials, found that only 30% of the sample understood the concept of randomisation.

To address the lack of empirical evidence regarding the assessment of informed consent in South Africa, we investigated the recall of informed consent procedures among participants in two industry sponsored influenza vaccine trials conducted in Cape Town, South Africa. We focused, in particular, on participants’ recall of key aspects of trial design that were a focus of the informed consent process, as well as the determinants of participants’ overall perceptions.

**METHODS**

**Study setting**

This study is based on two trials of an experimental intranasal influenza vaccine, sponsored by a major pharmaceutical firm, each conducted over a 12 month period during 2001 and 2002. The 2001 trial used an intranasal placebo as its control arm, while the 2002 trial was unblinded and based on comparison with an existing intramuscular (IM) vaccine. Participants were drawn from two impoverished non-white communities outside Cape Town, and were recruited through community meetings and word of mouth. All trial related contacts took place at the provincial day hospitals located in the communities. Interested individuals were eligible for the trials if they were over 60 years of age, agreed to the study procedures, and were gauged mentally competent by a score of 21 or higher on a standard Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). This is a short (eight item) quantitative examination that is commonly used to assess cognitive impairment and is widely used both internationally and in South Africa, particularly in geriatric populations. In the USA, the median MMSE score for normal adults ranges from 29 for individuals with nine or more years of education to 22 for those with four or fewer years of education. As compensation for their involvement, R$50.00 (approximately US$8.30 or €6.7) was given to trial participants at each of three regularly scheduled study visits, and a further R$20.00 (approximately US$3.30 or €2.7) was provided to meet transport costs for unscheduled visits. These amounts are not considered a significant income supplement in this setting.

**Informed consent procedure**

All participants received three separate explanations of the trial procedures prior to agreeing to participate. Community meetings during the recruitment phase included a discussion of the risks and benefits associated with the trial. Several weeks later, groups of interested individuals then discussed their participation with study nurses, which included a step by step verbal explanation of a patient information leaflet. The design of this leaflet was based on the International Conference on Harmonization guidelines for Good Clinical Practice. Participants were given the leaflet in their home language (Afrikaans or English) to take home, to re-read, and to discuss their participation with family members. Finally, on the day of enrolment into the trial, study doctors reviewed the leaflet again with the participants before written informed consent was provided. After this, participants were randomised during their enrolment visit using a scratch card system that allowed the trial assignment to take place in front of participants.

At the time of the study the authors (who were investigators on the influenza vaccine trials) were unaware of the application of readability scores to informed consent documents. We did, however, feel that the forms were written in academic language and that the trial information would be difficult for participants to understand. Hence, the detailed informed consent process outlined above in which enhanced verbal explanations were provided at community, group, and individual levels. Despite this, study personnel felt that comprehension may have been poor after enrolment so the information materials provided to trial participants were subsequently scored for readability using the Flesch readability formula and the Fry readability scale. Analysis of the patient information leaflet revealed a Flesch score of 46, which would fall into the “difficult” category, and this corresponded to a Fry score indicating a grade 12 reading level. After this assessment, the informed consent study described here was initiated by the clinical investigators at the two vaccine trial sites.

**Assessment of participants’ perceptions of the informed consent process**

Four to 12 months after completion of the trial, participants were contacted to return to participate in the informed consent study. A semistructured questionnaire was designed to assess knowledge and perceptions of trial procedures and the informed consent process. The questionnaires covered awareness that the study constituted research and not routine treatment, an understanding of the purpose of the study, voluntary nature of participation and freedom to withdraw, interpretation of randomisation, use of placebos, and participant remuneration. Questions regarding the use of placebos were only administered to participants in the 2001 placebo controlled vaccine trial. Interviews lasted approximately 20 minutes and were conducted in participants’ home language by a study nurse who was not affiliated with the trial site. Participants were assured by study staff that their involvement and responses would not affect their health care in any way.

**Data analysis**

We analysed the quantitative data using SAS (version 8.02, Cary, USA). Two simple scoring systems were developed a priori to gauge participants’ overall understanding of the trial from the informed consent procedure. Firstly, a six item informed consent understanding score was constructed for all participants (from both the placebo and IM vaccine trials) using questions regarding informed consent: whether participation was part of standard medical care or a research project; what vaccine was being tested; whether participation was voluntary; whether the decision to participate would affect standard medical care; whether the participant could withdraw voluntarily from the study; and whether the effective ‘flu vaccine was available to all participants as part of routine medical care. With this system participants could receive a maximum score of six if they correctly responded to each question, and a minimum score of zero.

Secondly, a separate placebo understanding score, based on four items, was administered to only participants in the 2001 placebo controlled trial. The items included: whether the participant understood the concept of randomisation by chance; whether the participant understood the concept of “inactive medicine”; whether they correctly stated that “inactive medicine” meant no effective treatment; and whether they understood that their trial assignment was determined by chance (rather than by a study doctor, nurse, or the participant’s own decision). The range of possible scores was from four to zero.

Data were summarised using means, medians, and proportions. Throughout the analysis, the correlation coefficients (r) and Student’s t tests were used to examine the relation between understanding scores and participant characteristics, and χ² tests were used to compare the proportions of subjects answering each question correctly. Multiple linear regression was used to estimate the effect of
participant characteristics on the scores achieved for each scale. All models reported here were adjusted for age, level of education, and MMSE score, each modelled as a continuous variable. The coefficients ($\beta$) from these models can be interpreted as adjusted differences in mean scores, with a 1 unit change in the independent variable (that is, age, education, MMSE) corresponding to a $\beta$ unit change in the mean score on the scale in question. Model fit was assessed using standard diagnostic procedures, and all statistical tests were two sided at $\alpha = 0.05$.

**Ethical approval**
Each participant provided written consent, separate from the consent for participation in the vaccine trial, before being interviewed for this study. The University of Stellenbosch Pharmaceutical Trials Ethics Committee provided ethical approval for this study, as well as the two influenza vaccine trials on which this research was based.

**RESULTS**
A total of 334 trial participants completed the informed consent questionnaire, 131 from the trial of nasal spray versus placebo and 203 from the trial of nasal spray versus IM vaccine. This sample represented 93% of subjects from the vaccine trials returning for the informed consent study. The mean age of participants was 68 years (range: 60–80) and 69% of the sample were women. The median level of education was grade 8 (range: none to grade 12) and the mean MMSE score was 26.5 (range: 21–30).

**Participants’ perceptions of informed consent**
Table 1 shows the participant responses to each of the informed consent questions. A high proportion of participants knew that the trial was not part of their usual treatment, that the vaccine being tested was experimental, and that they could withdraw from the trial at any time. However, most subjects thought that their trial assignment was chosen by a study doctor or nurse, while only a fifth of subjects thought that their assignment was determined by chance only.

The mean (SD) score on the six items which comprised the informed consent scale was 5.1 (0.8). No participant answered every question incorrectly, and a third of the participants (n = 109) responded correctly to each question. In bivariate analysis, participants’ scores on this scale were positively correlated with increasing level of education ($r = 0.15; p < 0.01$) and MMSE score ($r = 0.18; p < 0.01$), as well as with decreasing age ($r = -0.12; p = 0.03$). When entered into a multiple linear regression model, MMSE score ($\beta = 0.05; p = 0.05$) and age retained slight associations with comprehension of the informed consent process, although the association with educational level did not persist.

**Participants’ perceptions of placebo**
The responses of the 131 participants in the placebo controlled trial to the placebo related items are presented in table 2. Less than half of those interviewed could recall the concept of an inactive placebo, and that their trial assignment was determined by chance. Only 19% indicated that a placebo involved receiving no active medicine, and more than a third...
of the participants (38%) stated that they would not have continued to participate in the trial if they had known that they had received an inactive placebo.

The mean score on the four item placebo comprehension scale was 1.2 (1.1). One participant answered all four items correctly, whereas 45 participants (34%) did not answer any of the items correctly. This score did not appear to be associated with participant age, but was strongly correlated with increasing level of education ($r = 0.24; p < 0.01$) and higher MMSE scores ($r = 0.28; p = 0.01$). In multivariate analysis adjusted for educational level and participant age, MMSE score remained correlated with placebo comprehension ($\beta = 0.12; p = 0.03$).

### Participant remuneration

Most participants received a total of R150.00 (approximately US$25 or €20) in remuneration over the course of the trial. When asked whether the remuneration they received was adequate, 281 subjects (84%) were satisfied with R50.00 (approximately US$8.30 or €6.7) per visit whereas 49 subjects (16%) either stated that the amount was too little or were unsure; no participant stated that the amount was too much. Participants who felt that the amount they received was too little, or were unsure of the amount, had higher recall scores on both the informed consent and placebo scales compared with the participants who felt that the amount they received was enough (mean informed consent recall score 5.4 v 5.0, respectively, $p = 0.01$; mean placebo recall score of 1.5 v 1.1, respectively, $p = 0.14$). The association between perceptions of the amount of remuneration and informed consent recall persisted after multivariate adjustment for participant age, education, and MMSE score (mean difference in informed consent score, those who felt the amount received was inadequate or unsure v those who felt the amount was enough, 0.30, $p = 0.02$).

### DISCUSSION

An assessment of the informed consent process requires the conduct of a test of understanding of the basic elements of consent as well as trial related concepts and procedures. However, it is often very difficult to draw a distinction between understanding and recall of trial information. An attempt has been made to distinguish a test of recall from a test of understanding in the form of the Deaconess Informed Consent Comprehension Test, but this method remains insufficiently tested to draw conclusions regarding reliability and validity.

The present results show low levels of recall of trial related information especially if the assessment is conducted months after the enrolment of study participants, we have focused on recall of trial related information in this study. Participants in these influenza vaccine trials demonstrated a good general recall of the informed consent process. However, the present results show low levels of recall surrounding two of the most complex—and arguably the most important—aspects of randomised controlled trial participation: randomisation and the concept of placebo.

### Trial participants’ understanding of randomisation and placebos

Only a small fraction of trial participants recognised that their treatment allocation was determined by chance alone, rather than by study personnel. This is consistent with the findings of Featherstone and Donovan, who reported that most patients interviewed found the concept of randomisation difficult to accept, suggesting that the term “random” has different meanings to lay and professional audiences.

Similarly, Snowdon et al indicated how difficult it can be for patients to make sense of a treatment decision that is based on chance. This is so because patients are traditionally accustomed to treatment decisions being taken in their best interests. The scientific method that incorporates concepts like randomisation and blinding is often incompatible with “personal care”, a concept that requires that the doctor’s first obligation is solely the wellbeing of the patient. In fact, one of the consequences of a misunderstanding of the concept of randomisation is a failure to appreciate the distinction between the goals of clinical research and ordinary treatment—the therapeutic misconception.
therapeutic misconception, participants fail to appreciate their chances of not receiving any treatment at all if randomised to a placebo group or of merely receiving experimental, unproved treatment if allocated to the study arm of the trial.

Most participants in the placebo controlled trial did not recall that assignment to the placebo arm would involve receiving no active treatment. Several factors require consideration when interpreting these results. Firstly, with a mean age of 68 years, our study population was substantially older than research subjects in many studies. However, research focusing on geriatric populations is becoming increasingly common, and it is important to understand the perceptions of informed consent in this group. Schaeffer et al. assessed the impact of disease severity on retention of trial related information. The most relevant finding of their study was that changes in recall and understanding do not always decrease over time. Finally, while the recall of informed consent was based on factual knowledge, several of the questions we used in this study involved participants’ subjective judgements regarding trial participation—in turn introducing the possibility of social desirability biases from participants who wish to please trial personnel. We made every effort to minimise this possibility by assuring participants that their responses would not affect their health care in any manner and by using interviewers who were not affiliated with the trial.

It is important to note that these results were observed despite an informed consent process that was relatively intensive for research studies conducted in developing countries. Prior to enrolment into the trial, participants had three separate contacts with study personnel, including two separate verbal explanations of the patient information leaflet. Study site coordinators read through the patient information leaflet one paragraph at a time with groups of five participants each, taking questions and providing lay explanations for each paragraph of the nine-page patient information leaflet. These explanations were conducted in the participants’ home language. Investigators at all three sites also provided verbal explanations in layman’s terms of study related procedures. These efforts help to ensure an adequate explanation of the trial for all participants who were more intensive than the informed consent process involved in most clinical and epidemiological research in this context, where participants may receive only a single explanation of the research study before being asked to participate. In this light, it is possible that in most research settings in South Africa and similar settings, participants’ comprehension of the informed consent process may be substantially lower than these results suggest. On the other hand, the difficult readability level of the patient information leaflet could have resulted in the lower scores on recall of trial related information and this could represent a limitation of this study.

Future directions

Given the lack of empirical research to date investigating informed consent comprehension, coupled with the diversity of research settings across the developing world, further research on this topic is clearly needed. Simple evaluations of informed consent comprehension can be critical in designing more effective participant education materials, particularly in instances where relatively complex concepts such as randomisation and placebos are involved. For example, Rikker et al. describe a process of “experienced consent” in a group of elderly research participants who were subjected to a mock trial before being asked to provide consent for participation in the actual trial. Fitzgerald et al. in their study on comprehension of informed consent in Haiti advise that formal assessment of a research participant’s comprehension of the consent form should be a routine step in the informed consent process in developing countries.

Summary

This study suggests that participants’ recall of informed consent in randomised controlled trials in South Africa and other developing countries may often be inadequate. Difficult and lengthy patient information leaflets impact negatively on understanding of trial related information. Hence, interventions to improve understanding of the research process, especially the concepts of randomisation and placebos, require greater attention. Given the limitations of this study in assessing recall rather than understanding, future research involving a test of understanding immediately after trial related information is presented to potential participants is indicated. Although this study is constrained by its ability to assess recall rather than understanding, it represents an important milestone in empirical research into the consent process in South Africa and has identified gaps in information retained by research participants.
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